
Another Stick Broom 
From Simplicity ...

Your floors will shine in no time thanks 
to the 7.5 amps of cleaning power in this 
fairylight broom vacuum.

$189.95

CordleSS StiCk VACuum
Simplicity products are available only through your Authorized Simplicity Retailer.

 1.888.9.SIMPLY  www.SimplicityVac.com

LVSC-AGOGO 1.16 

Simplicity at a Glance
Simplicity takes very few things seriously, but 

building durable high-quality vacuums to handle 

any and every cleaning situation is one of those 

things. Plus, whether you’ve purchased a vacuum 

with all the bells and whistles or an affordable 

portable, your Simplicity will provide years of 

carefree cleaning.



A-Go-Go is fiercely independent. With no cord 

to hold it back, this quick little vacuum happily 

goes along with you anywhere and everywhere 

you please. No fuss, no muss. And no limits!

Independent, yes. Disagreeable? No way!  

A-Go-Go’s spinning brushroll and polishing strip 

mean this vac is game for bare floors, while the 

power boost increases suction for area rugs. 

Tidy up curtains, counters and crevices using 

the stretch hose and aluminum wand to get  

more than 10 feet of cleaning reach. There are 

plenty of on-board tools to handle each task.

Agile and surefooted – thanks to its swiveling 

nozzle – A-Go-Go effortlessly navigates tight 

corners and narrow spaces to pick up every last 

crumb. Plus, the handle locks into the upright 

position for when you need A-Go-Go to  

stay-stay. When the job is done, there’s a 

convenient charging base that will have this 

loyal vacuum ready for you when the next 

adventure arises.

40 Volt Lithium Ion Battery 
40 Minutes of Vacuuming per Charge 
140 Motor Watts & 2 Cleaning Speeds

HEPA Media Filter

Zero Foot Cord!

Convenient Charging Base

Polishing Strip for Squeaky Clean Bare Floors

Combination Dusting Brush and Crevice Tool

Large Rubber Wheels and Small Felt Wheels 
Pamper Bare Floors

Ultra-Bright LED Headlight

Power

FiltrAtion

extrAS

$429.95
Price reflects US dollars

PriCe

Obedient

Graceful

Free Range!

Simplicity products are available only through your Authorized Simplicity Retailer.

 1.888.9.SIMPLY  www.SimplicityVac.com

A•Go•Go Broom Vacuum

Say goodbye to the dreaded “broom stoop.” 

You know, the slouching you do when you 

bend to sweep dirt into an icky dustpan. With 

a Simplicity stick vacuum, you can easily keep 

bare floors spotless with one tidy cleaning tool. 

Plus, our stick brooms stand at attention ready 

to clean, unlike those others that can’t stand up 

and end up laying down on the job.

StiCk VACuumS

2 Year Vacuum Warranty

 1 Year Battery Warranty 
 
 

durABility


